Lugo Family Collection, late 19th-early 20th c.

1873-1900
Descriptive Summary

Title: Lugo Family Collection, late 19th-early 20th c.
Dates: 1873-1900
Collection Number: P-116
Creator/Collector:
Extent: .4 linear feet (Boxes: 1 ov)
Repository: Seaver Center for Western History Research, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County
Abstract: Pictures of family members including engraving prints (mezzotint and charcoal); tintype; and an enlargement from newspaper photo. Subjects are Antonio Lugo, Andrea Ballestros de Lugo, Barbara Lugo de Ramirez, Pedro Lugo, Felipe Lugo & Victoria Avila de Lugo, Carlos Lugo, Vicente Lugo, Jr., Blas Lugo and Enrique Avila & Teresa Moreno de Avila. Also some religious prints and a few family documents. 1873 - ca. 1900, undated
Language of Material: English
Access
Research is by appointment only
Publication Rights
Permission to publish, quote or reproduce must be secured from the repository and the copyright holder
Preferred Citation
Lugo Family Collection, late 19th-early 20th c.. Seaver Center for Western History Research, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County
Biography/Administrative History
The Lugos were a prominent early family in Southern California during the periods of Spanish and Mexican rule.
Scope and Content of Collection
Pictures of family members including engraving prints (mezzotint and charcoal); tintype; and an enlargement from newspaper photo. Subjects are Antonio Lugo, Andrea Ballestros de Lugo, Barbara Lugo de Ramirez, Pedro Lugo, Felipe Lugo & Victoria Avila de Lugo, Carlos Lugo, Vicente Lugo, Jr., Blas Lugo and Enrique Avila & Teresa Moreno de Avila. Also some religious prints and a few family documents. 1873 - ca. 1900, undated
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